JQPS: Reducing cardiopulmonary arrest rates in a three-year regional rapid response system collaborative
Ambulatory Blog: Time Out Solutions

Committed to improving patient safety in the surgical setting, we provide OR professionals with education, standards and clinical practice resources.

Denver, CO • aorn.org
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AORN @aorn

RT @TJCommission: In TJC's Ambulatory Blog, learn about Time Out solutions for ASCs! @AORN bit.ly/1ckzUOi
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JQPS: Improving Patient and Worker Safety: Exploring Opportunities for Synergy
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4 Aug

"@TJComission: orgs striving for high reliability should be concerned w/ #ptsafety & worker safety @JNCQonline: bit.ly/17Uc1Kb"
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NPSG on Alarm Safety/General Alarm Safety

DeRoyal @deroyal 7 Aug
RT @TJCommission Alarm safety is a HOT topic! #TJC has a new #NPSG on clinical alarm safety 2014. More in #JConline bit.ly/14ZFxhD

Amcom Software @AmcomSoftware 13 Aug
@TJCommission National Patient Safety Goal on alarm management goes in effect Jan 2014! bit.ly/14v55Pu

ECRI Institute @ECRI_Institute 14 Aug
The @TJCommission has free podcasts on the NPSG bit.ly/14csPbX #EIConf

Stuart Marcus MD @StuartMarcusMD 27 Aug
New from @TJCommission NPSG.06.01.01 Critical alarms safety as organizational priority. What are your criteria for most important alarms?

EXTENSION, INC. @Extension_Inc 29 Aug
@TJCommission: Medical Device Alarm Safety Infographic ow.ly/ob8tP ow.ly/l/2WTfB
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Tobias Gilk @tobiasgilk
Proposed standards for radiology safety (incl #MRLsafety) from @TJCommission. Woo Hoo!
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Tobias Gilk @tobiasgilk
And proposed @TJCommission radiology safety standards include MRI. D/L and provide your feedback for #MRLsafety at jointcommission.org/standards_info...
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Tobias Gilk @tobiasgilk
Looks like @TJCommission will out-MRI-safety @RadiologyACR, authors of 4 MRI safety standards docs (but no #MRLsafety accred standards).
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Radiology-Planning @RADplanning
Public comment open on @TJCommission's draft radiology safety standards. jointcommission.org/mobile/standar...
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Mednovus - SAFESCAN @Mednovus
15 Aug
Via @RADplanning: @TJCcommission's draft radiology safety standards (incl MRI) open for public comment. #MRISafety at jointcommission.org/mobile/standar...

Cassling @CasslingTweets
21 Aug
Via @daily_briefing: @tjcommission releases list of new proposed #imaging regulations. Feedback sought: ow.ly/o8g2A

Radiology-Planning @RADplanning
22 Aug
The RADIANT features: New @TJCCommission Radiology Requirements, MRI Safety, HDR Brachytherapy, and more. conta.cc/12s10jY

D Lee Bennett @dleerad
24 Aug
THX 4 POSTING "@CasslingTweets: Via @daily_briefing: @tjcommission releases new proposed #imaging regulations. ow.ly/o8g2A"
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20 Aug
RT @natistrokeassoc: Considering Comprehensive #Stroke Center certification? Listen to @TJCommission discuss the guidelines....
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Natl Stroke Assoc @natistrokeassoc
20 Aug
Considering Comprehensive #Stroke Center certification? Listen to @TJCommission discuss the guidelines. bit.ly/16ZZHJe
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George Mills Article in ASHE: Outlines top Joint Commission citations and tips on compliance
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HR Academy Ohio @HRAcademyOhio
RT @us dol: #OSHA & @TJCommission renew alliance to protect safety and health of #HealthCare workers: ow.ly/oaqXD
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